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Abstract

We present several new heuristic algorithms for computing rectilinear Steiner trees based on partitioning and clustering. Using partitioning and clustering techniques, we divide the set of sites into subsets, compute the minimal rectilinear Steiner tree on each subset using an optimal algorithm, and then combine the solutions to obtain a rectilinear Steiner tree on the original set of sites. This work can be viewed as an extension of the work of Komlos and Shing [10]. We are able to show significant empirical and theoretical improvements on their work while retaining comparable run times and probabilistic results on the length of the solution.

1 Introduction

Given a set of \( n \) points in the plane, called sites, a minimal spanning tree on the sites is a minimal-length tree whose vertices are the sites. The length of a minimal spanning tree on a set of sites can usually be reduced by adding extra vertices, called Steiner points, to the set of sites and recomputing the edges. A tree with Steiner points is called a Steiner tree, and the problem of finding the minimal-length Steiner tree is called the Steiner problem, after the nineteenth century geometer, Jacob Steiner. The difficulty of the Steiner problem lies in determining where to place the Steiner points. This difficulty is so great as to make the problem NP-complete [6].

A special case of the Steiner problem is the rectilinear Steiner problem, in which the rectilinear, or Manhattan, metric is used in place of the usual Euclidean metric to determine the length of the edges. The rectilinear Steiner problem has particular application to VLSI design, where a set of terminals is to be connected by wires running along channels that are either vertical or horizontal. The rectilinear distance between two points is equal to the length of an edge between them consisting of segments that are either vertical or horizontal. The rectilinear Steiner problem is also NP-complete [7].

Algorithms for solving Steiner problems are divided into two categories: optimal algorithms that are guaranteed to produce minimal trees with exponential run times and heuristic algorithms with faster run times that are not guaranteed to produce the minimal
A number of optimal algorithms exist, including Dreyfus and Wagner’s divide-and-conquer algorithm [3] and Yang and Wing’s branch-and-bound algorithm [18]. Heuristic algorithms are more numerous and include [1, 2, 8, 10, 13, 14, 17].

In this paper we pay particular attention to Komlos and Shing’s work [10], in which they use two partitioning schemes to divide up the set of sites, use an optimal algorithm to find the minimal rectilinear Steiner tree on each partition, and then paste the results back together to get a rectilinear Steiner tree on the original set. In Section 2 we describe an improvement on their first algorithm made by changing the method of pasting the subsolutions back together. In Section 3 we describe some new algorithms that use clustering techniques to partition the sites. Finally, in Section 4 we give some empirical results.

2 An Improvement on Komlos and Shing’s Algorithm

Komlos and Shing [10] proposed two algorithms for solving the rectilinear Steiner problem based on the probabilistic approach of Karp [9]. The basic approach for the first algorithm is this: divide the set of sites up into small partitions, run an optimal algorithm on each partition, take the union of the resulting Steiner trees, run a minimal spanning tree algorithm on the union to find a Steiner tree on the original set of sites, and finally remove any Steiner points that are leaves in the tree. The second algorithm is similar, except that it uses a bucketing technique to partition the points, and the union of the subtrees produced is itself a Steiner tree, so there is no need to run the minimal spanning tree algorithm. Their algorithms exhibit a trade-off between time and optimality of the solution: the larger the partitions, the more time needed to compute the subtrees, and the better the solution. Their first algorithm runs in time \( O(f(t)n + n \log n) \), where \( t \) is the partition size, \( n \) is the number of sites, and \( f(t) \) is an exponential function related to the run time of the optimal algorithm. The ratio of the length of the solution to the length of the optimal solution is bounded above by \( 1 + O(\sqrt{1/t}) \) with probability approaching 1 as \( n \) approaches infinity.

We propose a simple improvement of their first algorithm. Rather than using the union of the subtrees obtained from the optimal algorithm as the graph on which the minimal spanning tree algorithm is run, we throw away all of the edges produced on the partitions and simply keep the Steiner points and the original sites. We then compute the Delaunay triangulation on this enhanced set of points, which can be done in \( O(n \log n) \) time [11, 15, 16]. Since the Delaunay triangulation is guaranteed to contain a minimal spanning tree on a set of points [12, 15], completing the algorithm with this graph instead of the union of the subtrees is guaranteed to produce a solution at least as short as the solution produced by Komlos and Shing’s algorithm. Preliminary empirical test results given in Section 4 indicate that this approach yields a significant length improvement over Komlos and Shing’s algorithm. The additional step of computing the Delaunay triangulation does not change the theoretical run time.

3 Variations Using Clustering Techniques

Komlos and Shing’s first algorithm [10] partitions the set of sites by dividing the set in half iteratively, alternating between vertical and horizontal divisions. We propose a class of new algorithms based on our improvement of the Komlos and Shing algorithm, where we use clustering techniques instead of simple subdivision to find the subsets on which we will run the optimal algorithm. That is, we divide the set of points into clusters of size
t, run an optimal algorithm on each cluster to get a set of Steiner subtrees, throw away the edges of the subtrees but retain the sites and Steiner points, compute the Delaunay triangulation on the union of these sets, find a minimal spanning tree on the graph, and remove any Steiner points that are leaves. The theoretical run time of this class of algorithms is \(O(f(t)n + n \log n + c(n))\), where \(f(t)\) is the function in Komlos and Shing’s run time, and \(c(n)\) is the run time for the clustering algorithm.

The fundamental idea in this approach is that if we can find a good set of Steiner points, then the minimal spanning tree on the Delaunay triangulation of the set of sites and Steiner points will be a good Steiner tree. We wanted to see whether by varying the subsets sent to the optimal algorithm we could find better sets of Steiner points. We devised two clustering algorithms based on the graph theoretic approach described in [4, 5]. We omit a detailed discussion of these algorithms in this extended abstract. The first algorithm tends to give very tight clusters, whereas the second algorithm gives algorithms that are quite spread out. The empirical tests given in the next section indicate that these two clustering techniques show no improvement over the simple partitioning scheme of Komlos and Shing. Further investigation of this class of algorithms is underway.

4 Empirical Results

The table below gives some preliminary empirical comparisons of our algorithms with Komlos and Shing’s first algorithm [10]. All algorithms were implemented in C and tested on a Sun 4C. All implementations use Dreyfus and Wagner’s algorithm [3] as the optimal algorithm run on the subsets. Length comparisons are given as a percentage improvement over the length of the rectilinear minimal spanning tree \(RMST(S)\) as given by the formula

\[
\frac{RMST(S) - \text{Approx}(S)}{RMST(S)} \times 100\%
\]

Each number represents the average over 50 trials where the partition size is approximately 8. Sites are generated randomly on the vertices of a square grid whose size is given in the column titled “Range.” KS is the original Komlos and Shing algorithm; KS-DT is the improved Komlos and Shing algorithm that uses the Delaunay triangulation; Cluster1 and Cluster 2 are our algorithms based on the clustering techniques. Run times are not greatly different and are omitted from this extended abstract. It is interesting to note that the original Komlos and Shing algorithm produces trees that are longer than the minimal spanning tree for the tests we have run. Although this algorithm is asymptotically optimal as the partition size increases, its practical use is questionable, because the run time is exponential in the partition size.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm Comparisons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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